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How do we use forests’ climate potential?
Generally, forest NCS projects must: 
1. Cool the climate

2. Account for leakage

3. Be additional

4. Address permanence
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Critical questions:
1. What is the magnitude of the 

climate risks that forests face?

2. How can we provide rigorous 
science to inform forest NCS?



Climate/ecosystem risks & human-system risks

• Fire
• Drought/temperature stress
• Biotic agents
• Wind events
• Ecological dynamics (e.g. 

range shifts, compositional 
changes)
• Other disturbances

• Financial failure
• Management failures (e.g. 

illegal harvesting, over-
harvesting)
• Policy changes
• Governance changes
• Economic changes

What is the integrated 100 year risk of these? 
Photo: US Forest Service Photo: Alamy Stock Photo



Current forest offset protocols are not using rigorous science 
in many key areas
Climate permanence risks in 
protocols: 
• Do not vary in space (e.g. identical 

risk across US + Alaska)
• Do not vary in time or by climate 

scenario 
• Are not based on scientific 

literature
• Are strikingly low (e.g. 2-4% 100-

year probability of carbon loss for 
wildfire; 3% for insects in CARB’s 
2015 protocol)

Anderegg et al., 2020, Science

Carbon storage over 21st century: 
• Based on forestry growth models 

(e.g. FVS) that do not include 
climate change effects on growth, 
mortality, regen or disturbance 
• Do not consider biophysical 

feedbacks and net climate effects



to permanence (104). Intentional loss of forest
carbon must be compensated by the project
owner, and unintentional losses are absorbed
by the buffer pool, which plays the role of a
carbon insurance system. Any unintentional
reversal can draw on the buffer pool, no mat-
ter the type.
Given the risk percentages above, California’s

forest offset project portfolio currently uses an
8 to 10% buffer for the climate-sensitive per-
manence risks discussedhere. For fire risk, there
are two levels of risk assessed: 2% for projects
that have conducted fire risk–reduction work
and 4% for projects that have not conducted
fire risk–reduction work (103). These risk lev-
els are applied at a constant level across the
entire United States and thus do not account
for ecoregion-level or spatial differences in
historical permanence risks (Fig. 4). Crucially,
none of the risk categories explicitly accounts
for climate change. Thus, a central question

moving forward is how the best available sci-
ence can inform risk estimates to reflect the
combination of current and projected nonsta-
tionary risks over >100 years.

Other approaches

Several major offset organizations in the United
States and other jurisdictions have used a sim-
ilar buffer pool approach tomanage permanence
risks. Under Japan’s Certification Standard
for Forest Carbon Sink, 3% of credits, total,
are allocated to a buffer pool (105). The New
Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme takes
an approach that is different from the buf-
fer pool and instead addresses permanence
risk by instituting two types of offset credits:
temporary and permanent (98). Although a
buffer pool approach remains the primary
method of addressing permanence risks, other
insurance approaches, such as pooling risk
across a wide array of carbon removal projects

(including nonforest projects), have been pro-
posed (106).
These are all approaches taken by forest off-

set programs, where emphasis is placed on
measuring exact tons of carbon sequestered
by forests to offset fossil fuel emissions. Other
kinds of F-NCS projects, where forests are not
being used as offsets but instead strive to
contribute tomitigationmore broadly—such
as results-based finance projects (e.g., the
California Climate Investments initiative)—
have not consistently implemented methods
for explicitly assessing permanence risk to the
same degree that offset projects have.

A roadmap for rigorous
permanence assessment

Rigorous quantification of current and future
permanence risk is increasingly possible using
vegetation ecophysiology, disturbance ecol-
ogy, mechanistic vegetation modeling tools,
large-scale ecological observation networks,
and remote sensing imagery and products
(Fig. 5). Leveraging these rapidly advancing
models and observations should enable the
estimation of permanence risk at continental
and global scales. Furthermore, both empirical
and mechanistic models can be driven by
historical data and projections of climate, land
use, and land management, given scenarios of
human decisions. If possible, such new risk
estimates should be spatially explicit to sup-
port F-NCS project planning. We discuss some
of the key tools and datasets below, along with
how they can be productively integrated. In-
tegrating these diverse datasets and tools is
urgent but often challenging because of the
wide range of temporal and spatial scales.
An additional key scientific challenge is the
better understanding and testing of the effec-
tiveness of human interventions (e.g., forest
management) in decreasing risks to permanence
across forest systems.

Forest plot and inventory data

High-quality ground-based data, such as those
provided by permanent forest inventory net-
works, play a key role in rigorous permanence
risk assessment. Given the patchy and dis-
persed nature of drought- and biotic agent–
driven disturbances, and the need to evaluate
remote sensing observations, successful in-
tegration of field data with high–spatial res-
olution remote sensing data will be essential
for deriving global permanence risk maps and
testing mechanistic models (21, 26). Many
countries have well-established inventory net-
works where both tree growth and mortality
are measured at low temporal frequency, typ-
ically every 5 to 10 years. Scientific plot net-
works such as the RAINFOR, AFRITRON (107),
and Forests-GEO networks (108) will be help-
ful in other regions where inventories do not
currently exist or are not available. Spatial
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Fig. 4. Climate change has already increased fire risk in ecosystems. (A and B) Integrated 100-year fire
risk of moderate- or high-severity fire from the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) dataset based
on fire occurrences in years 1984–2000 aggregated to ecoregions (A) and for fire occurrences in years
2001–2017 aggregated to ecoregions (B). Fire risk was computed as follows. First, within each ecoregion and
year, a pixel-wise burn probability was computed as the fraction of pixels in that ecoregion labeled as
moderate or severe fire, and these probabilities were then averaged in each time period. To project an
integrated 100-year risk, we computed the probability of any pixel experiencing at least one fire under a
binomial distribution with 100 trials and success probability given by the pixel-wise annual risk described
above. This is a simple analysis that does not account for spatial or temporal autocorrelation or attempt
to model any drivers of fire risk. Raw data obtained from www.mtbs.gov/direct-download, and Python
code to create figures is available at https://github.com/carbonplan/forest-climate-risks.
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Towards rigorous risk assessment
Risks to forests:
• Are non-stationary and increasing 

in the 21st century
• Vary spatially enormously 
• Can be estimated historically and 

we can start to model future risks
• Rigorous estimates of the climate 

risks are crucial for management, 
carbon finance and offsets
• Publicly available maps, datasets, 

and tools urgently needed

Anderegg et al., 2020, Science



Current risks

Anderegg, Chegwidden et al., 2022, Ecology Letters

• Fire risks highest in Western US 
and California in particular

• Drought and insect risks highest 
in the Intermountain West (e.g. 
mountain pine beetle and other 
beetles)

• Covariation in drought & insect 
risks for many reasons (both 
ecological and dataset-driven)



Future projected climate risks

Anderegg, Chegwidden et al., 2022, Ecology Letters



Wu et al., in review

Is the future of US forests C gain or loss? 
Depends on the method.
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Wu et al., in review

Current California forest offset projects are at 
substantial risk of C losses even in SSP245



A global climate risk assessment of Earth’s forests

Anderegg et al., in press
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Additionality & baselines are huge challenges

Badgley et al., 2022, GCB



Summary & gaps: What science can provide
• Potential C storage
• Climate cooling (i.e. biophysical feedbacks)
• Co-benefits

• Climate permanence risks & risk mitigation potential
• Additionality

Interdisciplinary collaborations crucial:
• Leakage
• Social responsibility / justice dimensions

Relatively more evidence
Key gaps: Application, 
tools, regional analyses

Larger science gaps

Large research gaps



Take-home messages
1. Nature-based Climate Solutions (NCS) urgently need better 

science to inform net climate impacts, additionality, leakage, 
and permanence
A. Key needs: i) Tools, ii) Transparency & accountability, iii) Mechanisms to incorporate 

new science

2. Climate risks to forest NCS are substantial, uncertain, and 
currently widely underestimated in policies and protocols. 
A. Buffer pools need to be re-assessed. Potential role of management in risk reduction. 

This is an enormous scientific call to action. 

3. We need to explore and develop forest NCS mechanisms 
besides carbon offsets, many of which are likely not 
delivering benefits for the climate currently



Thank you! Questions?
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